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Summary
The Nigerian Constitution seeks to prevent corruption and abuse of office through its provisions on the declaration of assets by public officers. Although they are not obliged to do so, many public officers have publicly declared their assets. This has in turn put pressure on others to do so. In forging a synergy between the law and practice of asset declaration in Nigeria, the paper examines the human rights implications of the recent trend and proffers suggestions for improvement.

1 Introduction

Before he took his oath of office as the President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria on 29 May 2007, President Umaru Musa Yar’Adua had declared his assets and liabilities as required by the 1999 Nigerian Constitution. After about a month in office, on 28 June 2007, the President made his asset declaration public in fulfilment of his electioneering campaign. Records show that he also publicly declared his assets when he was elected as Governor of Katsina State in 1999. President Yar’Adua declared assets of N945 446 116 million. President Yar’Adua, who said he was planning a Freedom of Information Bill that would make it mandatory for all public officers to declare their assets publicly, explained that the Code of Conduct Bureau had advised him
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against making his assets public as this would put pressure on other public officers to do so.\textsuperscript{3}

Since the President’s public declaration of his assets, mixed reactions have been expressed by Nigerians. These range from the sublime to the ridiculous. His action has also attracted commendation and a considerable dose of cynicism and skepticism.\textsuperscript{4} A few days after the public declaration, the Kogi state Governor, Ibrahim Idris, former Governor of Zamfara state and Senate minority whip, Sanni Ahmed, and Governor Gbenga Daniel of Ogun state declared their assets publicly.\textsuperscript{5}

One major fallout of the public declaration of assets by President Yar’Adua is the pressure being mounted on all his lieutenants and other public officers to do the same. The worst hit was the Vice-President, Dr Goodluck Jonathan. Nigerians naturally expected him to follow the footsteps of the President by declaring his assets publicly even though there is no legal obligation on him to do so. When they realised that the Vice-President was reluctant to declare his assets, formal calls were made to him. The calls were rebuffed by the Vice-President, who claimed that he had already declared his assets before the Code of Conduct Bureau, more than seven times as Deputy-Governor, twice as Governor and once before taking an oath of office as the Vice-President.\textsuperscript{6}

In an editorial entitled ‘The Vice-President’s Assets’,\textsuperscript{7} the Guardian newspaper asked if the Vice-President’s reluctance was due to his attempt to conceal something from the public and urged him to act without further delay. It continued:\textsuperscript{8}

> By hiding under the letters of the law, the Vice-President lays himself open to a charge: Does he have something to hide? Morality is not law, but sometimes perception may be more important than morality. He should see this as an opportunity to cleanse his image. And he needs not pollute the issues by turning this into a matter for partisan politics.

The Vice-President caved in to pressure and made his assets declaration of N295 304 420 million public on the following day,\textsuperscript{9} probably after reading the editorial. Going by the public outrage against the Vice-President for his delay in making his asset declaration public, should penal sanctions attach to the failure to make an asset declaration public in Nigeria as opposed to a failure to declare assets? This brings to the fore the age-long conflict between law and morality.

Law is a set of rules aimed at regulating human conduct. It is usually, but not always, backed by sanctions. Morality, on the other hand, is a distinct domain of normative thinking about action and feeling, the
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whole domain being the subject of ethics.\textsuperscript{10} Both law and morality are founded in norms essential to the well-being of society — thus has theft developed from the concept of private property. Moreover, morality and law occupy common ground, as numerous infringements of the law are also morally abhorrent.\textsuperscript{11}

Questions concerning the proper limits of the law are of particular interest to thinkers in the Western political tradition of individualism. In this tradition, the law is regarded as an instrument of coercion and the problem is to define the scope of the law in such a way that it fulfils its necessary purpose at minimum cost to individual liberty. The debate therefore centres on the proper end of legal coercion. Two law-limiting strategies are commonly adopted: the practical and the moral.\textsuperscript{12}

As the most important ends of human life (salvation of the soul, or its secular equivalent, moral integrity) are taken to require the uncoerced ‘inward’ assent of the individual, the effective scope of the law is significantly limited on practical grounds by the regulation of ‘outward’ behaviour. On the moral question concerning what behaviour ought to fall within the purview of the law, conservatives contend that the society has a right to enforce its moral values by criminalising whatever behaviour its members regard as ‘sinful’.\textsuperscript{13}

There can be little doubt that moral considerations do influence rules of law, but this aspect has to be distinguished from the question regarding how far laws should give effect to moral attitudes.\textsuperscript{14} Lord Mansfield went as far as to assert ‘that the law of England prohibits everything which is contra bonos mores’,\textsuperscript{15} but other judges have been more cautious.\textsuperscript{16} Also worth consideration is the question: On what basis should a failure to declare assets publicly, as opposed to a failure to declare it as stipulated by the Code of Conduct, attract criminal sanction? Is it on the basis of Mill’s harm-to-others principle or Dias’s calculus?\textsuperscript{17}

Failure to make one’s asset declaration public after submitting the asset declaration form to the Code of Conduct Bureau does not in itself constitute any harm to anyone. It is only harmful when people hide behind the fact that members of the public do not have access to the declaration to make false declarations in order to cover up assets illegally acquired in corruption or abuse of office. This means that, although there is no legal obligation to publicise a declaration of assets
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in Nigeria, the refusal to do so is potentially harmful to the country. This view is strengthened by the fact that most public officers being tried for or convicted of corruption are found to have made a false declaration of their assets. This is engendered by the lacunae contained in the constitutional provisions on the declaration of assets in Nigeria, to which we now turn.

2 Constitutional provisions relating to asset declaration in Nigeria

2.1 Code of Conduct

Provisions on the declaration of assets by all public officers in Nigeria are entrenched in the Code of Conduct for Public Officers, contained in Part I of the Fifth Schedule to the 1999 Nigerian Constitution. The Code was first introduced into the Nigerian Constitution in 1979. It is meant to prevent corruption and abuse of office and to ensure transparency in public officers. Public officers for the purposes of the Code include the President and the Vice-President of the Federation, the President and Deputy-President of the Senate, the Speaker and Deputy-Speaker of the House of Representatives and Speakers and Deputy-Speakers of Houses of Assembly of states and all members of legislative houses, Governors and Deputy-Governors of states, the Chief Justice of Nigeria, justices of the Supreme Court, the President and justices of the Court of Appeal, and other judicial officers and all staff of courts of law, the Attorney-General of the Federation and Attorney-General of each state. Ministers of government of the Federation and commissioners of governments of the states, Chief of Defence staff, Chief of Army staff, Chief of Naval staff, Chief of Air staff and all members of the armed forces of the Federation, the Inspector-General of Police, the Deputy-Inspector-General of Police and all members of the Nigerian Police Force and other government security agencies established by law, the Secretary to the government of the Federation, Head of Civil Service, Permanent Secretaries, Directors-General and all other persons in the civil service of the Federation or of the
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state, ambassadors, high commissioners and the other officers of the Nigerian missions abroad, the Chairperson, members and staff of the Code of Conduct Bureau and Code of Conduct Tribunal, the Chairperson, members and staff of local government councils, the Chairperson and members of the boards and other governing bodies and staff of statutory corporations and of companies in which the federal or state government has the controlling interest, all staff of universities, colleges and institutions owned and financed by the federal state or local government councils, and the Chairperson, members and staff of permanent commissions or councils appointed on a full-time basis.

It is curious to note the wide description of public officers in the Nigerian Constitution, which includes political office holders, but excludes special advisers at the federal and state levels. This is a grave omission as the offices of special advisers are established by the Constitution. They assist the chief executives in the discharge of their functions and they play active roles as members of the executive. The implication of this omission is regrettable, but it is partly remedied by the fact that, by their oath of office, special advisers undertake to abide by the Code of Conduct. According to Nwabueze, the Directive Principles of State Policy and the Code of Conduct for public officers enshrined in the Nigerian Constitution perhaps represent the best attempt to give constitutional force to the democratic principles of the people and the republican ideal of civic virtues and political morality.

Acts prohibited by the Code include a public officer putting himself in a position where his personal interest conflicts with his duties and official responsibilities, holding two posts from which he is being paid from public funds and engaging or participating in the running of any private business, profession or trade when employed on a full-time basis. This does not prevent a public officer from acquiring
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an interest in a private businesslike partnership. What he cannot do is to at the same time hold a managerial post or other position in such an undertaking.\footnote{Nwankwo v Nwankwo (1995) 30 LRC 24 33.} A public officer is, however, allowed to engage in farming. According to Aguda, the permission granted a public officer to engage in farming under the Code could lead to difficulties in enforcement because farming includes large-scale enterprises.\footnote{O Aguda Understanding the Nigerian Constitution 1999 (2000) 247.} The exemption given to farming might not be unconnected with the need to boost agricultural production in Nigeria.\footnote{IB Lawal ‘The code of conduct and the fight against corruption in Nigeria: A conspectus’ (2006) 2 Abakaliki Bar Journal 107.} Furthermore, any allegation that a public officer is engaged in private business must be strictly proved. It is not enough to find in possession of a public officer a form containing the names of directors of a company also bearing the public officer’s name.\footnote{Onyeukwu v The State (2000) FWLR (Part 6) 983.}

The Code also prohibits operations of foreign accounts by the President, Vice-President, Governor, Deputy-Governor, Ministers, commissioners and members of the National Assembly and Houses of Assembly of the states.\footnote{Para 3 Part I Fifth Schedule to the 1999 Nigerian Constitution.} It prevents public officers, after retirement and while receiving a pension from public funds, from accepting more than one remunerative position as Chairpersons, directors or employees of a company owned or controlled by the government or any public authority.\footnote{Para 4 Part I Fifth Schedule to the 1999 Nigerian Constitution.} Nor shall a retired public officer receive remuneration from public funds in addition to his pension and the emolument of such one remunerative position.\footnote{The justification of this provision is seriously doubted with the recently-introduced contributory pension scheme by the Pension Reforms Act of 2004.} Retired public officers who have held offices as President, Vice-President, Chief Justice of Nigeria, Governor and Deputy-Governor of a state are also prohibited from service or employment in foreign companies or enterprises.\footnote{Para 5 Part I Fifth Schedule to the 1999 Nigerian Constitution.} According to Akande, this provision is necessary in the overall interest of national security so that foreign powers might not use their financial power to undermine the security of the nation by getting the confidence of such top functionaries of the state.\footnote{JO Akande Introduction to 1999 Nigerian Constitution (2000) 522.} However, to bar them for life from exercising their fundamental right of such employment ‘is not justifiable’, continues the professor. Akande then suggests that the ban should be limited to a number of years, preferably eight years after they have left office. After such a long period, if they have not been forgotten as having secrets which might be useful to foreign power, Akande...
contends, ‘then perhaps the country does not deserve the security which it is seeking to protect’.50

By paragraph 6 of the Code, a public officer shall not ask for or accept property or benefits of any kind for himself or any other person on account of anything done or omitted to be done by him in the discharge of his duties. He is, however, allowed to accept gifts or benefits from relatives and personal friends ‘to such an extent and such occasions as are recognised by custom’. This provision seems to justify the acceptance of 29 new vehicles worth N174 700 000 million donated to President Musa Yar’Adua as a presidential campaign gift and similar gifts in the Vice-President’s asset declaration.51 According to Akinseye-George, the non-prohibition of gifts recognised by customs may be exploited to continue with the practice of corrupt gift-giving. The situation is made worse by using ‘relatives’ and ‘personal friends’ to describe persons whose gift the public officers may be allowed.52

The relationship between bribes and gifts is not devoid of controversy. According to Rose-Ackerman, gift-giving and bribery will be more common if legal dispute resolution mechanisms are costly and time-consuming, if legal guarantees are not possible, and trust is correspondingly more important.53 The offence of bribery can be circumvented on the grounds that money given is based on altruistic considerations. This therefore creates a problem in drawing a line of demarcation between where the gift ends and bribery begins.54 This is because the latter is a corrupt practice, while the former is not. Furthermore, gifts and bribes have one important similarity. In neither case can a disappointed individual go to court to demand payment or insist on the performance of the implicit contract. Alternative methods of ensuring compliance must be made if one wishes to induce others to act.55 Moreover, when corruption becomes endemic, bribes lose much of their moral stigma in the eyes of those concerned. They blur the borderline between honesty and dishonesty, truth and lies.56 In the absence of moral markers, the system becomes truly sick.57 Bribery can also be distinguished from extortion. The crime of extortion is committed when a person unlawfully and intentionally obtains some advantage, which may be of either patrimonial or non-patrimonial nature, from another by subjecting the latter to pressure which induces him to hand over the advantage.58
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One of the most important provisions of the Code of Conduct relates to the declaration of assets by public officers. By paragraph 11 of the Code, every public officer shall immediately after taking office and thereafter, at the end of his term of office, submit to the Code of Conduct Bureau a written declaration of his properties, assets and liabilities and those of his unmarried children under the age of 18 years. The asset declaration form also requires a public officer to declare the assets and liabilities of his spouse. Any statement in such declaration that is found to be false by any authority or person authorised in that behalf to verify it is deemed to be a breach of the Code. Similarly, any property or asset acquired by a public officer after the declaration which is not fairly attributable to income, gift or loan approved by the Code is deemed to have been acquired in breach of the Code unless the contrary is proved. Furthermore, a public officer who does any act prohibited by the Code through a nominee, trustee or other agent is deemed *ipso facto* to have committed a breach of the Code. The National Assembly may, however, exempt any cadre of public officers from the asset declaration provisions, if it appears to it that their position is below the rank which it considers appropriate for the application of those provisions.

The asset declaration provisions have met with considerable criticism. While it is acceptable that a man may be able to declare his wife’s assets and liabilities on the assumption that he knows about them, or, at worst, can force them out of her, ‘one is skeptical about the assets of children’, argues a critic. It is further contended that an independent, self-sufficient child would not want parents to interfere in his private matters. Furthermore, if the children are also public officers, this would amount to a double declaration that may cause unnecessary and avoidable paper work for the Code of Conduct Bureau, more so when the Code of Conduct contains ample provisions against a false declaration.

As awkward as this provision is, its inclusion might have been influenced by the country’s experience during the First and Second Republics when public officers did not only corruptly acquire assets through their friends and relatives, but also through their under-age children, as witnessed in *Lakanmi v Attorney-General, Western Nigeria*. Many public officers are also engaged in similar acts during the present dispensation. This explains why the Deputy-Governor of Akwa-Ibom State, Chris Ekpeyong, was impeached by the state’s House of
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Assembly for allegedly acquiring landed property abroad in the name of his under-age son and failing to reflect this in his asset declaration form during his first and second terms in office. He was later allowed to resign after the intervention of the political leaders in the state. The provision, therefore, seems ‘reasonably justifiable in a democratic society’.

There seems to be some air of uncertainty, at least in practice, about the time frame for the declaration of assets and submission of the asset declaration form to the Code of Conduct Bureau. For instance, the asset declaration form of the Vice-President, Goodluck Jonathan, shows that he declared his assets before Justice Muktar Dodo of Abuja High Court on 30 May 2007, a day after taking the oath of office. There appears to be some slight variations in the constitutional provisions on declaration of assets and submission of the declaration forms in respect of political office holders. While political office holders are prohibited from performing the functions of their offices until they have declared their assets and liabilities and have subsequently taken and subscribed to the oath of allegiance and oath of office, paragraph 11(1) of the Code of Conduct requires every public officer to declare his assets ‘within three months’ of the coming into effect of the Code or ‘immediately after taking office’. Public officers are also obliged by the Code of Conduct Bureau to return their asset declaration forms within three months. This seems to give the impression that the asset declaration forms of all public officers, including political office holders, should be returned within three months. Many political office holders have hidden under this false impression to delay their asset declaration for months after assuming office and performing official functions.

The confusion about the correct interpretation of the provision seems to stem from the three months transition period allowed to public officers who were already in service before the Code of Conduct was introduced. The period of three months granted public officers to return their asset declaration forms further strengthens this view. From the foregoing analysis it seems correct to state that, while other public officers are expected to declare their assets immediately after taking office, political office holders are prohibited from performing the functions of their offices until they have declared their assets. Since the declaration of assets precedes the taking of oath of office and oath
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of allegiance, *a fortiori*, a political office holder cannot, strictly speaking, legally assume office before declaring his assets.

However, the reality points otherwise. Many political office holders do not declare their assets until months after assuming office and performing official duties. This raises some pertinent questions about the legal status of such official functions performed in default of the constitutional provisions on asset declaration as a condition precedent. Are those official duties void, voidable or valid? For administrative convenience, since most of those actions would have already altered the legal position of many innocent persons, it is submitted that, while sanctions should be applied to the erring political office holders for intentionally breaching the provisions of the Constitution, their previous actions should be presumed valid because of the presumption of regularity in official actions and business.  

The view has been expressed that the National Assembly should use its powers under paragraph 14 of the Code of Conduct to drastically reduce the number of public officers who have to submit asset declarations to the Code of Conduct Bureau considering the large number of public officers in local government and the federal civil service. It is argued that on purely administrative grounds, leaving aside any undue influence, it is doubtful if more than a very negligible part of asset declaration papers already in possession of the Code of Conduct Bureau can be put into any systematic use five years after submission. The storage and retrieval system, it is further contended, would seem to be beyond the administrative capacity of the country at present. Besides that, the larger the number of forms the Bureau has to process and utilise in monitoring the conduct of public officers, the less effective the Bureau will be in checking anybody. On the grounds that corruption of the junior staff is only made positive by the corruption or lack of vigilance of their superiors, it has been proposed that offices below grade level 8 be exempted from submitting asset declarations while their superiors should be held accountable for their lack of probity. It has, however, been suggested that the National Assembly should be cautious in applying the exemption clause and should instead consider the actual duties being performed by the public officers rather than the post held. As pragmatic at the view sounds, the problem with it is that it gives too much discretion to the National Assembly. Breaches of the Code of Conduct are reported to the Code of Conduct Bureau.
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2.2 The Code of Conduct Bureau

The aims and objectives of the Code of Conduct Bureau include the establishment and maintenance of a high standard of morality in the conduct of public business and ensuring that the actions and behaviour of public officers conform to the highest standards of public morality and accountability. The Bureau consists of a Chairperson and other members, each of whom shall not be less than 50 years at the time of appointment and shall vacate office at the age of 70 years. The Chairperson and members of the Bureau are appointed by the President subject to confirmation by Senate. With the exception of ex officio members, no person is qualified for appointment as a member of the Bureau if he is not qualified or if he is disqualified as a member of the House of Representatives, if within the preceding ten years he has been removed as a member of the federal executive bodies listed in section 153 of the 1999 Constitution or as the holder of any other office on the ground of misconduct. Where a person employed in the public service of the federation is appointed as Chairperson or member, he is deemed to have resigned his former office from the date of the appointment.

The functions of the Bureau include receiving asset declarations from public officers, examining the declarations in accordance with the requirements of the Code of Conduct or any law, retaining the custody of such declarations and making them available for inspection by any citizen of Nigeria on such terms and conditions as the National Assembly may prescribe, ensuring compliance with and, where appropriate, enforcing the provisions of the Code of Conduct or any law relating thereto, investigating the complaint and, where appropriate, referring such matters to the Code of Conduct Tribunal, appointing, promoting, dismissing and exercising disciplinary control.
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over the staff of the Code of Conduct Bureau and carrying out other functions as may be conferred on it by the National Assembly.

In order to guarantee their independence and effective performance of their duties, the remunerations and salaries of the Chairperson and members of the Bureau are a charge on the consolidated revenue fund of the Federation. Similarly, in exercising its power to make appointments or to exercise disciplinary control over persons, the Bureau is not subject to the direction and control of any other authority or person. Furthermore, the Chairperson and members of the Bureau can only be removed by the President acting on an address of a two-thirds majority of the Senate praying that they be so removed for their inability to discharge the functions of their office, whether arising from infirmity of mind or body or any other cause or misconduct.

The constitutional provision stipulating qualification as a member of the House of Representatives for eligibility for appointment as a member of the Code of Conduct Bureau needs a rethink. This is because membership of and sponsorship by a political party are some of the qualifications for election into the House of Representatives. This seems to suggest that only card-carrying members of political parties can become members of the Bureau. Considering the sensitive nature of the Bureau, it has been suggested elsewhere that the qualification as to the membership of and sponsorship by a political party be deleted from the qualifications of appointment into the Code of Conduct Bureau. Other qualifications can still be retained. This is because partisan people are the least qualified for such appointment in order to give the Bureau some credibility and avoid political meanings being read into its actions.

Paragraph 3(c) of the Third Schedule to the 1999 Nigerian Constitution, to the effect that the Code of Conduct Bureau shall make asset declarations available for inspection on such ‘terms and conditions as the National Assembly may prescribe’, is about the most controversial provision on asset declaration in Nigeria. It is one of the main reasons for writing this article. This is because, despite the fact that Nigerians are desirous of knowing the content of asset declarations of public officers, especially the political office holders, the National Assembly has never deemed it fit to prescribe ‘such terms and conditions’ on which the Code of Conduct Bureau will make an asset declaration available for inspection by members of the public since the enactment
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of the Constitution. This reluctance might not be unconnected to the fact that members of the National Assembly are also among the public officers whose asset declarations Nigerians would want to be made available for inspection. Therefore, the controversial provision should be reviewed or totally expunged from the Nigerian Constitution that asset declaration forms be treated as public documents within the meaning of section 109 of the Evidence Act and upon the fulfilment of the conditions stipulated in section 111 thereof, every person should be entitled to inspect them. Furthermore, asset declarations of top government functionaries should be posted on the website of the Code of Conduct for easy access by members of the public. Breaches of the Code of Conduct are tried by the Code of Conduct Tribunal.

2.3 The Code of Conduct Tribunal

The Code of Conduct Tribunal is established under paragraph 15 of Part 1 of the Fifth Schedule to the 1999 Nigerian Constitution. It consists of a Chairperson and two other persons. The Chairperson must have held office or be qualified to hold office as judge of a superior court of record in Nigeria. Like members of the judiciary, the members of Code of Conduct Tribunal are appointed by the President on the recommendation of the National Judicial Council. However, unlike the judiciary, the Code of Conduct Tribunal is not classified under Judicature in chapter VII of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution. The Chairperson and members of the Tribunal, like a judge of the Court of Appeal or Supreme Court, enjoy practically the same security of tenure with regard to their employment, discipline and retirement.

The retirement age of the Chairperson and members of the Tribunal is 70 years. Their remunerations and salaries are a charge upon the Consolidated Revenue Fund of the Federation and the Chairperson or any member of the Tribunal who has held office for a minimum of ten years shall, if he retires at the age of 70 years, be entitled to pension for life at a rate equivalent to his last annual salary in addition to other retirement benefits to which he may be entitled. Furthermore, the Chairperson or member of the Tribunal shall not be removed from
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office on appointment by the President except upon an address supported by a two-thirds majority of each House of the National Assembly praying that he be so removed for inability to discharge the functions of his office (whether arising from infirmity of mind or body) or for contravention of the Code of Conduct. According to Nwabueze, this provision does not seek to prescribe an exclusive method of removal, as in the case of judges, but merely to limit the President’s removal power.

The removal of the Chairperson or member of the Code of Conduct Tribunal for breach of the Code of Conduct admits no argument. As for their inability to perform their duty, this could be either physical or mental. For instance, a judge called John Pickering of the United States was insane for three years and was an incurable drunkard. He was impeached for presiding while drunk and delivering opinions contrary to law. In either case, before the removal of a member of the tribunal is effected, it is proposed that the person concerned should be informed of the allegation against him and be given a chance to reply to it in such a way as appropriate, albeit not necessarily by an oral hearing.

Unlike the Code of Conduct Bureau, no power is directly conferred on the Code of Conduct Tribunal, but it is implied by paragraphs 18(1) and (2) of Part I of the Fifth Schedule stating the punishment that the Tribunal can impose. Moreover, the National Assembly may by law confer on the Tribunal such additional powers as may appear to it to effectively discharge the functions conferred on it. In *Nwankwo v Nwankwo*, the Nigerian Supreme Court held that the Code of Conduct Tribunal is the only body vested with jurisdiction to handle breaches of the Code of Conduct. However, different decisions were reached by Nigerian courts in *Ebiesuwa v Commissioner of Police* and *Akinkunmi v Spiff*.

The punishment which the Code of Conduct Tribunal may impose for breaching any provision of the Code includes vacation of office or seat in any legislative house, disqualification from membership
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of a legislative house and from holding any public office for a period not exceeding ten years,\textsuperscript{114} and forfeiture to the state of any property acquired in abuse or corruption of office.\textsuperscript{115} These sanctions are without prejudice to the penalties that may be imposed where the conduct is also a criminal offence.\textsuperscript{116} This raises the question of whether the Code of Conduct does not offend the rule against double jeopardy. Commenting on a similar provision of the Code of Conduct in the 1979 Nigerian Constitution and the lackadaisical attitude of government towards its implementation, Nwabueze is of the view that:\textsuperscript{117}

Given the necessity for penal sanctions which is implied in the prohibitory character of the provision as well as in the reference to penalties that may be imposed by any law, a duty clearly arises on the part of the government to enact penal sanctions to back up the disciplinary ones. And it seems right and proper that it should have been left to the government to enact the necessary penal sanctions, since it should not really be the place of the Constitution to create offences and to prescribe penalties for them. This is the function of government by ordinary legislation.

He states further that the duty thus imposed was utterly neglected by the government of the Second Republic. He therefore expresses no surprise that a government which neglected willfully to appoint members of the body established by the Code for the implementation and enforcement of its provision would ever want to enact penal sanctions for its breach.\textsuperscript{118} The shortcomings highlighted by Nwabueze seem to have been rectified by the enactment of the Code of Conduct Bureau and Tribunal Act,\textsuperscript{119} the Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Act\textsuperscript{120} and other anticorruption legislation as well as the Constitution and the empowerment of bodies to implement all these legislations.

3 Public declaration of assets and the right to privacy

The concept of right is filled with difficulty, but the difficulty is indefinitely greater in relation to human rights. The particular difficulty with the concept of human rights springs from their very nature.\textsuperscript{121} Human rights are the conceptual products of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries’ philosophies of John Locke and Rousseau, in the context of the national state, so that in the final analysis they became rights of

\textsuperscript{114} Para 18(2)(b) Part I, Fifth Schedule to the 1999 Nigerian Constitution.
\textsuperscript{115} Para 18(2)(c) Part I, Fifth Schedule to the 1999 Nigerian Constitution.
\textsuperscript{116} Para 18(3) Part I, Fifth Schedule to the 1999 Nigerian Constitution.
\textsuperscript{117} BO Nwabueze Military rule and constitutionalism (1992), cited in Akinseye-George (n 52 above) 108.
\textsuperscript{118} As above.
\textsuperscript{119} Cap C 15 Laws Federation of Nigeria, 2004.
\textsuperscript{120} Cap C 31 Laws of Federation of Nigeria, 2004.
\textsuperscript{121} BO Nwabueze Constitutional democracy in Africa (2003) 305.
citizens. In the context of Africa, the association between human rights and the state is strong primarily because of the fact that the significant abuse of human rights is perpetrated by the state so that their affirmation is a self-assertion by the citizenry against the state. According to Lien, human rights are:

universal rights or enabling qualities of human beings as human beings or as individuals of the human race, attaching to the human being wherever he appears without regard to time, place, colour, sex, parentage or environment.

The respect and primacy accorded to human rights are because, in the words of the Preamble of the two international covenants, ‘they derive from the inherent dignity of the human person’. According to Nwabueze, to say human rights derive from the inherent dignity of the human person seems to imply that the two (human rights and human dignity) are equivalent or synonymous. He asserts that human rights are not a spiritual or physical attribute of the human being but a concept invented by philosophers for the realisation of the inherent dignity of the human being; man is not born with human rights. Being innate in man, human dignity is coeval with him; he is born with it; not so with the concept of human rights. An appreciation of the development of human rights in different societies calls for the study of history and sociology. To explain the extent of the inculcation of human rights in the political philosophy of people, it is necessary to have recourse to their culture, tradition and religion.

Human rights have been classified generally into civil and political rights, and economic, social and cultural rights. Civil and political rights impose limitations on the activities of government and are called negative rights. They are generally justiciable. Economic, social and cultural rights, on the other hand, are called positive rights in that they enhance the power of the government to do something for the people to enable them to act in some way. They are generally non-justiciable; they require affirmative action by governments for their implementa-
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According to Schmidt, civil and political rights are at the centre of upholding human dignity and their importance has gained recognition because of conflict over their violation and the development of legitimate claims for their protection. There is much to learn from the process in which civil and political claims gain legitimacy and are applied to the benefits of the world community. \(^{129}\) He cautions that any assertion that civil and political rights are more important ignores the processual understanding of how rights arise out of claims and come to be legitimated. \(^{130}\) The right to privacy belongs to civil and political rights.

The right to privacy is easily and often conflated with the right to (private) property and the right to liberty (of one's private affairs). In fact, the word 'private' figures in such an array of moral considerations that it is tempting to erroneously conclude that privacy is not a particular right at all, but a way of talking about a cluster of several rights that grant individuals sovereignty over various domains. \(^{131}\) Most of the theories on the right to privacy can be fairly characterised as claiming that the right to privacy is the right to restrict access to a personal domain. Many differences among privacy theories turn on different definitions of this domain. In some theories the right to privacy is the right to restrict access to the person himself or herself, in other theories the right to restrict access to personal information. \(^{132}\) The latter is of greater relevance to the theme of this paper.

The right to privacy is guaranteed by virtually all international and regional instruments on human rights. Article 12 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (Universal Declaration) \(^{133}\) provides:

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference and attacks.

According to Lillich, while commonly thought to protect the right to privacy, article 12 actually protects a number of somewhat ‘disparate’ rights. \(^{134}\) The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (CCPR) in article 7 inserts the words ‘or unlawful’ before ‘interference’ and ‘unlawful’ before ‘attacks’ in the first sentence and upgrades the


\(^{130}\) As above.


\(^{132}\) As above.

\(^{133}\) GA Res 217A (iii) UN GAOR, 3rd session UN Doc A/RES/810 (1948).

second sentence into a separate paragraph, but otherwise it follows article 12 of the Universal Declaration in haec verba.\textsuperscript{135} While article 8 of the European Convention\textsuperscript{136} and article 11 of the American Convention\textsuperscript{137} substitute ‘private life’ in place of ‘privacy’, they both, especially the latter, reaffirm the general norms found in the Universal Declaration and CCPR.\textsuperscript{138}

The African Charter on Human and People’s Rights (African Charter)\textsuperscript{139} makes elaborate provision for the rights to life and integrity of the person,\textsuperscript{140} respect for human dignity,\textsuperscript{141} as well as liberty and security.\textsuperscript{142} There is unfortunately no mention of the right to privacy.

Section 37 of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution provides for the right to privacy as follows: ‘The privacy of citizens, their homes, correspondence, telephone conversations and telegraphic communications is hereby guaranteed and protected.’

The right is not absolute. Like what obtains under the European Convention, section 45(1) of the Constitution allows derogation in certain circumstances. The section provides:

Nothing in sections 37, 38, 39, 40 and 41 of this Constitution shall invalidate any law that is reasonably justifiable in a democratic society —

(a) in the interest of defence, public safety, public order, public morality, or public health, or

(b) for the purpose of protecting the rights and freedoms of other persons.

While many believe that the right to privacy should be given expansive interpretation, others insist on a restrictive interpretation. According to Malherbe, factors usually taken into consideration to restrict the right to privacy include the nature of the right, the importance of the limitation, the nature and extent of the limitation, the relations between the limitation and its purpose as well as the possibility of less restrictive means of achieving the purpose.\textsuperscript{143} Commenting on a derogation from the right to privacy under the Nigerian Constitution, Obilade is of the view that a limitation with respect to public morality is significant and that the idea of using legislative measures as instruments of social

\textsuperscript{135} As above.
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\textsuperscript{138} Lillich (n 134 above).
\textsuperscript{140} Art 4 African Charter.
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\textsuperscript{142} Art 6 African Charter.
\textsuperscript{143} K Malherbe ‘Stretching solidarity too far: The impact of fraud and corruption on social security in South Africa’ 2000 5 Law, Democracy and Development 121.
progress is modern;\textsuperscript{144} classical utilitarianism advocates the use of law as an instrument of social reform. According to Bentham’s utilitarian principle, governmental and individual actions should aim at achieving ‘the greatest happiness of the greatest number’.\textsuperscript{145} In Bentham’s view, law should promote the greatest possible happiness of all members of the community.\textsuperscript{146} To him, the public good ought to be the object of the legislator, general utility ought to be the foundation of his reasoning. This is to be done by balancing the interests of the individual and that of the community.\textsuperscript{147} Obilade is of the view that one means of balancing the interest of the individual in acquiring property and the interest of the community is enacting a law on corruption. The Code of conduct is undoubtedly one such law. Is a public declaration of assets now being proposed by Nigerians not a violation of public officers’ right to privacy?

	extit{Prima facie}, a public declaration of assets, especially when not a requirement of Nigerian law at present, seems to be a violation of this right. It has, however, been argued that public officers cannot lay claim to absolute privacy, especially in accounting for public funds entrusted to them.\textsuperscript{148} It is further contended that there is an overriding public interest in the disclosure of information on the assets of public officers who obviously are trustees of the nation’s wealth. There is, therefore, nothing inherently private in the affairs of such public officers.\textsuperscript{149} The view has also been expressed that in declaring assets as required by the provisions of the Code of Conduct, public officers should be categorised and not lumped together; those public officers, such as the President, Vice-President, governors, deputy-governors, ministers, commissioners, legislators, advisers and other political office holders, rather than normal career officers, should declare their assets publicly.\textsuperscript{150} According to Idowu, these people are in advantaged positions which could be easily abused because they have access to the wealth and opportunities of the nation. It is argued that, since they have decided to accept those responsible positions, there should be nothing secret in their assets.\textsuperscript{151} It is further argued that:\textsuperscript{152}
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Many of them (political office holders) are catered for by the public, the public should know their worth. If their assets are publicly declared, it will be easy for the public to point out their assets after coming into office. Nigerians have been known to become millionaires having large properties after about a year in political office, even when there has been evidence that they found it difficult to make ends meet before appointment. The present practice of secret declaration should be limited to public officers in public career appointment.

I am in total agreement with this view.

4 Public declaration of assets and freedom of information

Freedom of information and the press is one of the indices to measure how democratic a given state is. This is underscored by the fact that regular access to information will not only lead to the empowerment of the people but will also prevent them from living on rumours and half truths.

Freedom of information is accorded pride of place among all freedoms. It is, as the General Assembly said at its first session, the touchstone of all the freedoms to which the UN is consecrated.153 According to Humphrey, freedom of information is a somewhat, although not exclusively, political right.154 It is a political right of a very special kind; for among other things, its exercise makes possible the criticism of government and exchange of information without which there can be no democracy.155 A free press and other information media are instruments for the realisation of other rights because, in a country where there is freedom of information and where other information media is free, there is a great likelihood that other rights and freedoms will be respected.156

Broadly speaking, freedom of information includes the right to access information and the right to free expression of opinion, that is, the right to freedom of speech and freedom to publish.157 It subsumes the right to access information held by public institutions, that is, official information.158 The practice has been recognised in Sweden since 1976. In the last few years, the doctrine of the right to information has
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gained widespread recognition in all regions of the world. According to Mendel:

There has been a veritable revolution in last ten years in terms of the right to information, commonly understood as the right to access information held by public bodies. Whereas in 1990 only 13 countries had adopted national right to information laws, upwards of 70 of such laws have now been adopted globally, and they are under active consideration in another 20 to 30 countries. In 1990, no inter-governmental organisation had recognised the right to information; now all of the multilateral development banks and a number of other international financial institutions have adopted information disclosure policies. In 1990, the right to information was seen predominantly as an administrative governance reform whereas today it is increasingly being seen as a fundamental human right.

This probably explains why the right to freedom of information is guaranteed by virtually all international and regional instruments on human rights. This right is contained in article 19 of the Universal Declaration thus:

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.

According to Humphrey, this right includes more than is indicated in the specific provisions of the second part of the article. The word ‘seek’ is used in the corresponding provisions of article 19 of CCPR and in article 13 of the American Convention, but not in the corresponding article 10 of the European Convention. This seems to make the latter provision less expansive.

Article 29(2) of the Universal Declaration sets forth the circumstances under which the right to information may be restricted. It states:

In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.

159 As above.
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The guarantee of the right to information in the African Charter is not as elaborate as those of the Universal Declaration, CCPR and the European Convention. The word ‘seek’ is also omitted. The African Charter tersely provides for the freedom of information as follows:

1. Every individual shall have the right to receive information.
2. Every individual shall have the right to express and disseminate his opinions within the law.

Derogation from this right is also less restrictive as the only limitation is that the right should be exercised ‘within the law’.

Section 39 of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution guarantees freedom of information and expression as follows: ‘Every person shall be entitled to freedom of expression, including freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart ideas and in formation without interference.’ Subsection (3) thereof states the circumstances under which this freedom may be restricted. It declares:

Nothing is this section shall invalidate any law that is reasonably justifiable in a democratic society —
(a) for the purpose of preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, maintaining the authority and independence of courts or regulating telephony, wireless broadcasting, television or exhibition of cinematograph films; or
(b) imposing restrictions upon persons holding office under the government of the federation or of a state, members of the armed forces of the federation or members of the Nigeria police force or other government security services or agencies established by law.

The right to receive information is not simply the converse of the right to impart information but can be said to be an independent right. While freedom of information deals with the right to receive information, freedom of expression relates to the liberty of open discussion without fear of restriction or restraint.

It is interesting to note that, while the marginal note of section 39 of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution reads ‘right to freedom of expression and the press’, there is no mention of the word ‘press’ in the substantive provision. The question that has agitated the minds of many Nigerians is, if Nigeria has indeed adopted the American constitutional model, why has it stopped short of the American provision in this regard?

Nigerian courts have had cause to pronounce on constitutional provisions relating to freedom of information and expression. In Tony Momoh v the Senate, it was held that asking a new newspaper editor to disclose his source of information is a breach of his freedom of expres-
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sion. A similar decision was also reached in Oyegbemi and Others v AG of the Federation and Others.\footnote{172} However, in The Queen v Amalgamated Press of Nigeria Ltd and Another,\footnote{173} it was held that the Constitution could not be used to spread false news likely to cause false alarm to the public. Similarly, in DPP v Chike Obi,\footnote{174} the accused person was convicted of sedition, while in Nwankwo v The State,\footnote{175} the Nigerian Court of Appeal held that the offence of sedition was unconstitutional.

Apart from being formally prosecuted by the government in the course of their duties, journalists have also been dealt with ruthlessly through extra-judicial means, especially during military governments.\footnote{176} In order to reduce the risk faced by journalists in the course of their duties, and in order to promote transparency in governance through unhindered access to public information, many countries of the world have enacted freedom of information acts in addition to the constitutional provision on this right.

Over 70 countries worldwide have enacted freedom of information acts implementing one variant or the other of freedom of information legislation.\footnote{177} It is instructive to note that the countries with existing freedom of information legislation cut across developmental and ideological boundaries. As of 2006, 20 countries in Central and Eastern Europe have adopted freedom of information legislation, guaranteeing public access to government-held information, establishing procedures, the organisation and dissemination of such information, and providing for narrow exceptions.\footnote{178} On the African continent, only four countries have freedom of information legislation as at the time of writing this paper.\footnote{179} Being the first on the continent, the South African Act deserves some mention.

The Promotion of Access to Information Act (PAIA)\footnote{180} was approved by the South African Parliament in 2000 and came into effect in 2001. The objects of the Act, among other things, include giving effect to the
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constitutional right of access to any information held by the state or by another person and that is required for the exercise or protection of any right, to establish voluntary and mandatory mechanisms or procedures to give effect to that right in a manner that enables persons to obtain access to records of public and private bodies as swiftly, inexpensively and effortlessly as reasonably possible and to promote transparency, accountability and effective governance of all public and private bodies.

The Act allows any person to demand records from government bodies without showing a reason. The Act also has a unique provision that allows individuals and government bodies to access information from private bodies. Both public and private bodies must respond to a request for information within 30 days. The Act does not, however, apply to the records of cabinet and its committees, judicial functions of courts and tribunals, judicial officers of such a court or tribunal and individual members of parliament or a provincial legislature in that capacity. The South African Human Rights Commission has been designated to oversee the functioning of the Act.

The story of freedom of information legislation in Nigeria is in sharp contrast to what obtains in South Africa. The Freedom of Information Bill was first submitted to the Nigerian House of Representatives in 1999 as a private member bill. It was published in the federal government’s official Gazette on 8 December 1999. It underwent a first reading on 22 February 2000. The second reading was on 13 March 2000. After much delays and hiccups, the Bill was eventually passed by the House of Representatives on 5 August 2004 and sent to the Senate in September 2004.

The first reading of the Bill was held at the Senate on 23 November 2004, while the second reading was on 22 February 2005. The Bill was then referred to the Senate Committee on Information. Since then many attempts have been made to frustrate the passage of the Bill, which explains why it has not yet been passed at the time of writing this paper.
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The symbiotic relationship between unhindered access to information and a public declaration of assets is self-evident. This is because access to information, especially that held by government, can promote transparency, accountability and effective governance. This in the long run will reduce corruptive tendencies, which is the aim of a public declaration of assets. If a Freedom of Information Act has been enacted in Nigeria, as was done in South Africa, Nigerians will be able to have access to the content of assets declared by public officers without any recourse to the ‘terms and conditions as the National Assembly may prescribe’. Therefore, it is suggested that the Nigerian judiciary should give a liberal interpretation to freedom of information under the Constitution while the National Assembly should speed up the passage of the Freedom of Information Bill in order to promote virtues of accountable and democratic governance.

5 Public declaration of assets and the right to democratic governance

The term ‘democracy’ is not amenable to an easy definition. However, it is generally believed to be a system of government whereby the people are ruled by their elected representatives through free and fair elections.

According to Diamond, governments chosen through free and fair competitive elections are generally better than those that are not. They offer the best prospect for accountable, responsive, peaceful, predictable, good governance. In the past decade, the theory of democracy has been dominated by two very different approaches. These are the deliberative democracy and social choice theories.

For deliberative democrats, the essence of democratic legitimacy is the capacity of those affected by a collective decision to deliberate in the production of that decision. Deliberation involves discussion in which individuals are amenable to scrutinising and changing their preferences in the light of persuasion (but not manipulation, deception or coercion) from other participants. Claims for and against courses of action must be justified to others in terms that they can accept.

On the other hand, the social choice theory, whose proponents generally deduce far less optimistic results, believes that democratic
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problems involve an aggregation of views, interests or preferences across individuals, not deliberation over their content.\textsuperscript{199} According to Arrow, such aggregation is bedevilled by impossibility, instability and arbitrariness.\textsuperscript{200} The two theories are, however, not irreconcilable. According to Dryzek and List, although social theory practitioners may be unaware of it, their theory points to the functions deliberation can perform in making collective decisions both tractable and meaningful, thus providing a crucial service to deliberative democracy.\textsuperscript{201}

Irrespective of the theory to which one subscribes, democracy promotes freedom as no other feasible alternative can. According to Dahl, democracy is instrumental to freedom in three ways.\textsuperscript{202} First, free and fair elections inherently require certain political rights of ‘expression, organisation and opposition’ and these fundamental political rights are unlikely to exist in isolation from broader civil liberties.\textsuperscript{203} Democracy also maximises the opportunities for self-determination and facilitates moral autonomy.\textsuperscript{204} Consequently, the democratic process promotes human development (the growth of personal responsibility and intelligence) while also providing the best means for people to protect and advance their shared interest.\textsuperscript{205}

Upon a point consistent with the principles of constitutionalism and representative democracy, government is better when it is more democratic.\textsuperscript{206} However, a constitutional government is not the same thing and need not be a democratic government.\textsuperscript{207} Constitutional democracy combines the notions of a constitutional government and a democratic one, that is to say, it is a democratic government regulated and limited by a constitution.\textsuperscript{208}

Democracy is also distinguishable from democratisation. According to Beetham, democracy should properly be conceptualised as ‘lying at one end of a spectrum’, the other end of which is a system of rule where the people are totally excluded from the decision-making process and any control over it.\textsuperscript{209} Beetham goes on to say that:\textsuperscript{210}
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The concept of democratisation expresses both a clear direction of change along the spectrum, and a political movement or process of change, which can apply to any given system, not only change from authoritarian forms of rule.

Beetham’s conception of democratisation seems to suffer from a certain vagueness in failing to indicate at what point in the movement toward direction of change, after its initial commencement, that democratisation can be said to be taking or to have taken place.211

In externally-induced democratisation processes, the role of internal agents of democratisation determines the level of implementation.212 There seems to be many terms for defining various mechanisms of democratisation where international factors play a role, depending on whether they are actor or policy-oriented, major or minor processes, or whether they simply overlap.213 Keeping in mind the fact that international factors play only a supportive role in democratisation efforts, Kubicek identifies four broad categories — control, contagion, convergence and conditionality.214 The foregoing analysis has serious implications for democratic governance.

Governance, in contradistinction to democracy, is the process whereby public institutions conduct public affairs, manage public resources, and guarantee the realisation of human rights.215 It is the structure of rules and processes that affect the exercise of power, particularly with regard to participation accountability, effectiveness and coherence.216 Good government is the key to economic development and, therefore, must be participatory, transparent and accountable.217 It must be effective and equitable in order to promote the rule of law.218

The right to democratic governance has been defined as:219

the subjective capacity of individuals and peoples to demand of their rulers a political regime based on the rule of law and separation of powers, in which citizens can periodically elect their leaders and representatives in free and fair elections, on the basis of the interaction between a number of politi-
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cal parties, full respect for the exercise of freedom of expression, the press and association and the effective enjoyment of human rights.

One of the leading proponents of the right to democratic governance is Franck. He argues that democratic entitlement is a recognised and recognisable right. He bases his theory on two notions: the idea that governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed and the idea that the international legitimacy of a state requires acknowledgment by mankind. He further contends that a community expectation has emerged, to the intent that ‘those who seek the validation of their empowerment patently govern with the consent of the governed’. Democracy, Franck insists, is on the way to becoming a global entitlement, one that increasingly will be promoted and protected by collective international processes. The ‘democratic entitlement’, he maintains, is gradually being transformed ‘from moral prescription to international legal obligation’, largely because such entitlement results from ‘the craving of governments for validation’.

Apart from international jurists and scholars, there are also international and regional human rights instruments on the right to democratic governance. For example, in 1999, the UN Human Rights Commission adopted a resolution on the Promotion of the Right to Democracy. This was the first text approved in the UN recognising the existence of this right. Others having a bearing on democratic governance include the UN Charter, Universal Declaration, which guarantees the right to self-determination, the International Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). The African region is not left out in the fight for democratic governance. In addition to adopting and ratifying some of the international
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instruments on the right to democratic governance, the region also has its own instruments on the right to democratic governance. One such is the African Charter.\(^{232}\) Article 13 of the African Charter guarantees to every citizen ‘the right to participate freely in the government of his country, either directly or through freely chosen representatives in accordance with provisions of the law’.\(^{233}\) There are also the Addis Ababa Declaration,\(^{234}\) the Algiers Declaration,\(^{235}\) the Lomé Declaration\(^{236}\) and the Declaration on the Framework for an OAU Response to Unconstitutional Change of Government.\(^{237}\) Others include the African Union Act,\(^{238}\) the New Partnership for Africa’s Development\(^{239}\) and the Declaration on Principles of Democratic Elections in Africa.\(^{240}\)

The 1999 Constitution of Nigeria is also replete with provisions relating to democratic governance. For example, section 1(2) of the Constitution expresses its displeasure with undemocratic government when it states that:

> The Federal Republic of Nigeria shall not be governed, nor shall any person or group of persons take control of the government of Nigeria or any part thereof, except in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution.

According to Akande, this subsection is a reassertion of the illegality of revolutions or coups d'état as a means of changing governments.\(^{241}\) It cannot, however, by itself, prevent the actual occurrence of a coup d'état. It is also doubtful whether the legality of any coup can be chal-

---

\(^{232}\) African Charter (n 139 above).

\(^{233}\) Art 13 African Charter.

\(^{234}\) See OAU Declaration on the political and socio-economic situation in Africa and the fundamental changes taking place in the world, adopted in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, on 11 July 1990.


\(^{237}\) Declaration on the Framework for an OAU Response to Unconstitutional Change of Government, OAU Doc AHG/Dec/5 (XXXVI) (2000). This might be responsible for the random condemnation of the military coup of 24 December 2008 in Guinea by both the ECOWAS and the AU. The coup was led by Moussa Dadis Camara, an army captain.


allenged successfully through this provision.\(^{242}\) To Nwabueze,\(^{243}\) one of the major reasons why the Constitution of the state in Africa lacks legitimacy in the eyes of the people, rulers and the ruled alike, is the frequent overthrow of the Constitution in a military \textit{coup d’

d’état} followed by a prolonged rule under a military absolutism.\(^{244}\)

Section 14(1) of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution, under the fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policy, is apposite to the right to democratic governance. It states that the Federal Republic of Nigeria shall be a state based on ‘the principles of democratic and social justice’. It further declares that sovereignty belongs to the people of Nigeria from whom government through the Constitution ‘derives powers and authority’,\(^{245}\) and that the participation by the people in their government ‘shall be ensured in accordance with the provisions of this Constitutions’.

Democracy, it has been observed, is imbued with the greatest potential for engendering good governance, especially when bolstered by credible norms, institutions and a virile civil society.\(^{246}\) Social justice, on the other hand, is predicated on the notion that an organised society creates in its members certain reasonable expectations or claims which it would be unfair to disappoint.\(^{247}\)

The inclusion of the right to democratic governance in Nigeria under the fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policy deserves some comment. These provisions are enshrined in chapter II of the Nigerian Constitution\(^{248}\) and contain such lofty ideals as the fundamental obligations of the government, the political objectives of the country, social objectives, educational objectives and the obligations of the mass media, among others. The symbolic significance of the provisions is that government is portrayed as a relationship of rights

\(^{242}\) As above. In addition to this provision, the people can revolt against military adventurers through civil unrest and armed resistance. This has been effectively employed in Uganda, Somalia, Ethiopia, Mali and Liberia. In Nigeria, the former military leader, Ibrahim Babangida, was forced to ‘step aside’ due to intense civil unrest by pro-democracy groups and human rights activists after the annulment of the June 1993 elections, generally believed to have been won by Chief MKO Abiola.

\(^{243}\) Nwabueze (n 121 above) 37.

\(^{244}\) The last of such military takeover as at the time of writing this paper was in Guinea on 24 December 2008. The \textit{coup} was led by Moussa Dadis Camera, an army captain who is thought to be in his mid-40s, and used to be in charge of fuel supplies. See \textit{International Herald Tribune} 25 December 2008 1, and, for mixed reactions of African leaders, see \textit{All Gambia.net} Editorial 12 January 2009 1.

\(^{245}\) Sec 14(2)(a) 1999 Nigerian Constitution.


\(^{247}\) Nwabueze (n 207 above) 140.

and duties, a social contract.249 While consent to political domination may precede an appraisal of the performance of the state or regime, legitimacy is conferred on the basis of the performance of the state or regime.250 According to Nwabueze, the affirmation or declaration of common beliefs and objectives has more than a symbolic value, it is part of the process of creating a national acceptance of and attachment to those beliefs and objectives with a view to an eventual growth of habits and a tradition of respect for them.251

While section 13 of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution obligates all organs of government, and all authorities and persons exercising legislative, executive or judicial powers, to conform to observe and apply the provisions of the fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policy, section 6(6)(c) of the same Constitution reads that, except as otherwise provided by the Constitution, the judicial powers shall not extend to any issue or question as to whether any act or omission by any authority or person or as to whether any law or judicial decision is in conformity with the fundamental objective and directive principles of state policy. According to Okere,252 this apparent contradiction could only mean that the spirit of the objectives and directive principles should inspire and inform judicial interpretations, while actions to enforce the fundamental objective and directive principles per se are not maintainable. In order to make the right to democratic governance and other rights included in the fundamental objectives and directive principles justiciable, it is suggested that these rights be transferred to the justiciable part of the Constitution.253 In the alternative, the judiciary is advised to give liberal and pragmatic interpretations to these provisions as the enjoyment of socio-economic rights will make the enjoyment of fundamental rights more meaningful.254

Lastly, the Nigerian Constitution, like what obtains in many international instruments on human rights, uses the principle of democratic governance as a yardstick for the justification of the derogation from fundamental human rights. For instance, section 45(1) of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution determines that nothing in section 37 (right to a fair hearing), section 38 (right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion), section 39 (right to freedom from discrimination), section 40 (right to peaceful assembly and association) and section 41 (right

250 n 250 above, 156.
251 Nwabueze (n 207 above) 260.
254 As above.
to freedom of movement) shall invalidate any law that is ‘reasonably justifiable in a democratic society’, in the interest of defence, public safety, public morality or public health, or for the purpose of protecting the rights and freedoms of other persons.

The above provisions underscore the importance attached to the right to democratic governance not only in Nigeria but also under international law. Since democracy promotes human rights and the rule of law, the recognition of the right to democratic governance as a justiciable right all over the world is a fight that calls for the involvement of everyone.

Next to be considered is the effect of a public declaration of assets on the right to democratic governance. A public declaration of assets is meant to promote transparency, accountability and reduce corruption, among others. Democratic governance, as already discussed, also promotes these virtues. The tendency for democracy to heighten corruption in certain instances makes the relationship between democratic governance and a public declaration of assets very intriguing.

Can democratisation itself trigger an increase in corruption, as opposed to merely promoting more vigilant reporting of corruption? According to Weyland, the dispersal of power that a transition from authoritarian to democratic rule extends a range of actors who need to consent to decisions over public resource-allocation. Using Brazil and many countries in Latin America as examples, Weyland further contends that the dependence of entrepreneurs on favourable political decisions and their capacity to pass on the cost of corruption to consumers through higher prices or to workers through lower wages facilitate the increase in bribery. He is, however, quick to admit that, while democratisation can extend the range of actors who have the power to demand bribes, it may also enhance overall accountability and thus prevent newly-empowered actors — as well as old power holders — from misusing their clout for illicit enrichment. According to Montinola and Jackman, political competition affects all levels of corruption, but the effect is non-linear. Corruption is typically lower in dictatorships than in countries that have democratized partially. But once past the threshold, democratic practices inhibit corruption.

The above analyses of the tendency of democracy to increase the levels of corruption are very true of Nigeria where there have been

255 Sec 45(1)(a) 1999 Nigerian Constitution.
256 Sec 45(1)(b) 1999 Nigerian Constitution.
258 Weyland (n 257 above) 112.
259 Weyland (n 257 above) 113.
261 As above.
many cases of allegations of corruption against many members of all arms of government and many are currently being tried and others already convicted.\textsuperscript{262} In other to ensure that the current democratic experiment in Nigeria engenders transparency and accountability, rather than greed and corruption, a public declaration of assets by all political office holders is a \textit{sine qua non}.

6 Declaration of assets in other jurisdictions

The declaration of assets by public officers is not limited to Nigeria. Some other African countries require their public officers to declare their assets and liabilities as well as those of their spouses, children and dependants within a prescribed period. There is, however, a high degree of variation in the mode of declaration and its frequency.

For example, by the provisions of the Public Officers’ Ethics Act,\textsuperscript{263} public officers in Kenya are required to declare their assets and liabilities as well as those of their spouses and children under 18 years within 30 days of becoming a public officer.\textsuperscript{264} Thereafter an annual declaration of such assets will be made.\textsuperscript{265} The content of the declaration is confidential.\textsuperscript{266} However, unlike what obtains in Nigeria and Ghana, information on the asset declaration may be disclosed to authorised staff of the anti-corruption commission,\textsuperscript{267} the police and law enforcement agents,\textsuperscript{268} a person authorised by an order of court,\textsuperscript{269} and the person who provided the information or his representative.\textsuperscript{270} Unlike under Nigerian law, where no specific time is stipulated for public officers to declare their assets upon their vacation of office, the Kenyan Public Officers’ Ethics Act obligates a public officer to declare his assets within 30 days of vacation of office.\textsuperscript{271}

The statutory provisions on asset declaration by public officers in Uganda appear to be fairly stringent. Public officers, called ‘leaders’ under the Leadership Code Act 2002, are required to declare their assets within three months of assumption of office\textsuperscript{272} and thereafter

\textsuperscript{263} 4 of 2003.
\textsuperscript{264} Sec 25(1) Public Officers’ Ethics Act 2003.
\textsuperscript{265} Sec 26(1) Public Officers’ Ethics Act 2003.
\textsuperscript{266} Sec 29 Public Officers’ Ethics Act 2003.
\textsuperscript{267} Sec 29(4)(a) Public Officers’ Ethics Act 2003.
\textsuperscript{268} Sec 29(4)(b) Public Officers’ Ethics Act 2003.
\textsuperscript{269} Sec 29(4)(b) Public Officers’ Ethics Act 2003.
\textsuperscript{270} Sec 29(4)(c) Public Officers’ Ethics Act 2003.
\textsuperscript{271} Sec 27(5) Public Officers’ Ethics Act 2003.
\textsuperscript{272} Sec 4(a) Leadership Code Act 2002.
every two years.273 Furthermore, public officers are obligated to declare their assets before the expiration of their term of office if their term of office expires six months after their last declaration.274 Contrary to the situation in Nigeria, the contents of a declaration under the Leadership Code Act are treated as ‘public information’ and ‘shall be accessible to members of the public upon application to the Inspector-General’ in the form prescribed under the Code.275 As obtains under the provisions of other asset declaration laws discussed earlier, asset declarations in Uganda are subject to verification and penalties are stipulated for breach.276

The asset declaration regime in Ghana277 is governed by the Public Office Holders (Declaration of Assets and Disqualification) Act of 1998.278 The Act requires public officers to declare their assets on assumption of office and thereafter at intervals of four years.279 They are also required to declare their assets on vacation of office.280 Members of the armed forces are, however, exempted from declaration of assets.281 Unlike what obtains in Kenya, Uganda and Nigeria, asset declarations in Ghana are not cross-checked or verified.282 The right to privacy seems to have been taken to the extreme under the Ghana’s asset declaration laws as completed asset declaration forms are submitted to the Auditor-General in sealed envelopes. The Auditor-General, who is the authorised custodian of these declarations, has no authority to open the envelopes. Only a court of law can order them to be opened.283 Access to asset declarations in Ghana is, therefore, the most restrictive of all the countries considered.

7 Conclusion

Corruption is the bane of Nigeria’s socio-political and economic development. One of the ways by which the Nigerian Constitution tries to

273 Sec 4(b) Leadership Code Act 2002.
275 Sec 7 Leadership Code Act 2002.
278 Act 550.
280 As above.
281 See ‘Money laundering’ (n 277 above) 39.
282 n 278 above.
283 As above.
curb corruption is the entrenchment of a Code of Conduct for public officers. Among the numerous provisions of the Code are those that oblige public officers to declare their assets on assumption of office and cessation of same. The legal requirement is that public officers declare their assets before a High Court judge and submit the asset declaration to the Code of Conduct Bureau. The Bureau would retain the custody of such declarations and make them available for inspection by any Nigerian on ‘such terms and conditions as the National Assembly may prescribe’, which conditions the National Assembly is yet to prescribe. While many public officers are reluctant to declare their assets at the risk of penal sanction, others have promptly fulfilled their constitutional obligation. Some public officers, especially political office holders, have gone a step further to make their asset declarations public with the President, Shehu Musa Yar’adua, taking the lead.

This has taken the fancy of many Nigerians who now mount pressure not only on public officers who are yet to declare their assets, but also on those who have done so to make their declarations public. This is partly due to the reluctance of the National Assembly to prescribe the terms and conditions under which the Code of Conduct Bureau should make asset declarations available for inspection by members of the public, and partly to the belief that Nigerians have a right to know the worth of their leaders. In the eyes of most Nigerians, therefore, any political office holder who has not made his asset declaration public is a villain. This might not be totally true but all the same it is a moral judgment. According to Westermack, moral judgments are passed on conduct and character because such judgments spring from moral emotions, because moral emotions are retributive emotions, because a retributive emotion is a reactive attitude of mind, either kindly or hostile toward a living being (or something looked upon in the light of a living being), regarded as a true cause of pleasure or pain only in so far as it is assumed to be caused by his will.284

This has also brought to the fore the jurisprudential question of how far the law should go in upholding morality. While a public declaration of assets seems to violate the right to privacy under the Nigerian Constitution and some other international human rights instruments to which Nigeria is a signatory, it has been argued that there is nothing inherently private in the affairs of public officers in accounting for public funds entrusted to them, and that there is an overriding public interest in the disclosure of information on the assets of public officers as trustees of the nation’s wealth. Therefore, legislative interventions aimed at making the assets of public officers accessible to the public can be justified on the basis of utilitarianism. It has also been demonstrated that such a move would be ‘reasonably justifiable in a democratic society’. The National Assembly should as a matter of urgency prescribe the

terms and conditions under which asset declarations would be made available for inspection by the people, while the Nigerian Constitution should be amended to make it mandatory for political office holders to declare their assets publicly.

The failure of the Code of Conduct to indicate the time-frame within which public officers should declare their assets on vacation of office has left the affected officers with the discretion of choosing a time convenient to them. This approach does not afford the Code of Conduct Bureau the opportunity to verify the assets of public officers immediately upon cessation of their term of office and the whole essence of asset declarations is thereby thwarted. It is recommended that the provisions of the Code be amended to indicate the time-frame within which public officers must declare their assets at the end of their terms of office. A period of one month after leaving office has been suggested. Furthermore, asset declarations of top government functionaries should be posted on the website of the Code of Conduct Bureau. The frequency of asset declarations should also be reduced from four to two years, as is done in Uganda.

The Code of Conduct Bureau should take the verification of assets more seriously for early detection of foul play. The non-inclusion of local government Chairpersons among public officers prohibited from having foreign accounts is also a serious lacuna to be redressed, since financial allocations to local governments in recent times have increased tremendously and cases of diversion and misappropriation of local government funds are now a regular occurrence. The inclusion of eligibility to contest as a member of the House of Representatives as one of the conditions for appointment as a member of the Code of Conduct Bureau is another issue that can cast a pall on the image of the Bureau. This is because membership of, and sponsorship by a political party are conditions precedent to contesting as a member of the House of Representatives. This part of the qualification should be expunged while the others may be retained to give some modicum of credibility to the Bureau.

The concession given to public officers to engage in farming can be used to disguise ill-acquired wealth. So also should there be a review of the decision in *Nwankwo v Nwankwo* to the effect that public officers can acquire an interest in private business-like partnerships without holding a managerial post, in order not to provide a justification for incomes not fairly attributable to legitimate emoluments. There is also a need for a code of conduct for private persons so that they do not render nugatory probity and transparency being fostered among public officers. Besides that, many private individuals have also been found

---


guilty, either as principal offenders or accomplices, of corrupt practices and allied offences. There should be a positive change in our values and orientation. A situation in which corrupt persons and people of doubtful character are honoured with awards and chieftaincy titles should be deprecated. So also can the war against corruption and abuse of office never be successfully fought when pressures are mounted by sponsored kinsmen and associates to secure the release of corruption suspects without following due process, nor when a heroic welcome is given to corruption ex-convicts on completion of their terms. The war against corruption should never be tribalised or trivialised. The prosecution and trial of corruption cases should be handled with sincerity and dispatch. There should be a uniform application of the rules and selective prosecution and individualisation of justice should be avoided as much as possible. Sentences on conviction should always reflect the gravity of the offence in order to serve as a deterrent to others.

For us to make any meaningful headway in the fight against graft and greed, Nigerians must have access to information about the activities of government. An accelerated passage of the Freedom of Information Bill (as done in South Africa, Zimbabwe and Uganda) is, therefore, another means of ensuring probity and transparency in our public life. The fear is that the National Assembly may vacillate on the passage of the Bill, since its members are to be affected, the same way they have not been able to prescribe the terms and conditions under which asset declarations should be made available to the public. This view is buttressed by the fact that most political holders, including the members of the National Assembly, are generally reluctant to make their asset declarations public.

As the only authoritative interpreter of the provisions of the Constitution and statutes, the judiciary should use the earliest opportunity to declare the asset declaration a public document within the meaning of section 109 of the Evidence Act to ensure easy access by members of the public. If the Freedom of Information Bill is eventually passed

---

287 Eg, President Olusegun Obasanjo allegedly nullified the nation awards conferred on some Nigerians by General Abdusalam Abubakar in 1998 because some murder suspects were included on the list.

288 Diepreye Solomon Peter Alamieyeseigha, the impeached Governor of Bayelsa State, was convicted and sentenced to 12 years’ imprisonment for corruption and money laundering offences in 2007. The sentences ran concurrently from the day he was incarcerated in December 2005. On his release from prison, he was accorded a heroic welcome, a motorcade of four kilometres reportedly heralded his entry into Yenagoa, the state capital. A sitting government also joined the welcome team. For an incisive comment on this action, see ‘Alams the hero’ The Vanguard Editorial 6 September 2007 18.

289 As at the time of writing this paper, apart from the President, the Vice-President and the Secretary to the Government of the Federation, only three ministers had declared their assets publicly out of 39, four state governors out of 36 and one member of the National Assembly out of 469.

into an Act, it is not unlikely that corrupt public officers will contest its constitutionality as they did to the Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Act\textsuperscript{291} in \textit{Attorney-General of Ondo State v Attorney-General of the Federation}.\textsuperscript{292} It behoves the judiciary to rise in defence of probity and transparency by declaring the Act constitutional. This is the only way to engender a synergy, as opposed to conflict, between the \textit{lex lata} and \textit{lex feranda} on asset declaration in Nigeria.

\textsuperscript{291} Cap C 31 Laws of Federation of Nigeria 2004.

\textsuperscript{292} (2002) 27 WRN 1 SC. The constitutionality of the Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences Act was challenged in this case. The Nigerian Supreme Court applied the blue pencil rule when all seven justices held that the plaintiff’s action succeeded in part by holding that the Act is generally constitutional, while voiding secs 26(3) and 35 of the Act.